EA2185 Radiology Script

Since pancreatic cysts are most frequently identified with imaging, the collaboration with radiology is an important communication pathway for the EA2185 study.

The EA2185 optional radiology script below is CIRB-approved and is intended for site use in radiology reports (if this is permitted by the local regulatory authority and can be accommodated by a site’s radiology dictation software). This script is intended to automatically populate in radiology reports if a pancreatic cyst is noted on an image:

Pancreatic cysts are most likely benign, but continued imaging follow up is recommended. This patient may be eligible for enrollment into a national clinical trial (ECOG-ACRIN 2185) to determine the best strategy for following these lesions https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04239573.

The health care provider (or the subject, should they have access to the report) will see this notation that contains information about EA2185 for surveillance consideration.

Note: Any change to the CIRB-approved script language above will require site submission to the CIRB for re-approval.